[Change in potassium ion homeostasis of the crystalline lens in mice with hereditary cataracts (the CatFr line)].
Fraeser mouse lens morphology and potassium homeostasis were studied. It was shown that just at the age of one month mouse lens exposed "bull" cells which could be observed in patients with senile cataract as well. Nucleated fusiform extended cells were found 4 months later in the central part of the lens which was not typical for this part of the whole normal lens. Studied homogenates of 34 mice with hereditary cataract demonstrated statistically significant increase (1.5-fold about) in K+-content estimated for the whole lens weight as compared to the control group (38 lens). The difference in potassium content in aqueous humor between affected and control animals was statistically indistinguishable. The role of potassium ions in Fraeser cataract pathogenesis is discussed.